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e x p l a i n e d
In spite of the numerous articles, lectures and programs
on Talaaq, it seems that the Muslim public has not come to
grips with the concept of Talaaq, its proper
implementation or its disastrous consequences if abused.
In light of this, we attempt to present “Talaaq” before you
in as simple a manner as possible.
What is Talaaq?
Talaaq is the issuance of divorce, whether in word or in
writing.
What is the Islamic status of Talaaq?
Rasoolullah r has described Talaaq as the most hated of
permitted actions in the sight of Allah.(Abu Dawud) It is
allowed only under specific circumstances. Hence, Talaaq
is of a very serious nature and should never be treated
lightly.
Who can issue Talaaq?
The husband has the sole prerogative of issuing Talaaq. A
woman who is living in an unbearable marriage due to an
abusive spouse may apply for annulment of her marriage
from an Ulama body. Although Talaaq is the right of the
husband, he will be answerable in the court of Allah
should he abuse this right.
Under what circumstances may Talaaq be issued?
Talaaq is issued as a last resort, not as a first. Numerous
verses in the Qur'an stress the need for mutual
appreciation, overlooking faults and reconciliation in
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bitter situations. Talaaq should only be considered after all
options are exhausted, there seems to be no future in the
marriage, and advice from the Ulama is sought.
How should Talaaq be issued?
Talaaq is only to be pronounced once. This is
accomplished by the husband stating, “Talaaq!”, “I give
you Talaaq!”, “I divorce you!” and similar statements. In
written form, the words have the same effect.
Do not under any circumstances pronounce Three
Talaaqs. Such an action is completely Haraam and greatly
angered Rasoolullah r. The effect of Three Talaaqs issued
at once will cause an immediate termination of the Nikah
without scope for reconciliation. It is an evil that many
have regretted. Do not be of those who have to live with
this regret.
When should Talaaq be issued?
To pronounce Talaaq whilst a woman is menstruating is
Haraam and though a Talaaq pronounced during
menstruation is effective, it is compulsory for the husband
to revoke the Talaaq if possible.
The period of time wherein a woman is not menstruating
is known in Islam as Tuhr (clean period). Talaaq should
only be pronounced during a Tuhr period in which there is
no intimate relations between spouses.
This article is meant to provide a brief understanding of
Talaaq. Consulting with the Ulama is a must before
contemplating the issuance of Talaaq.
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The Truth about Mazhabs
With increasing frequency one hears the question: “Why must
one follow an Imaam or a Mazhab?” The implication being that
following a Mazhab is a practice alien to Islam. However the
question we ought to be asking is: “Why should we not follow a
Mazhab?” After all, the Ummah has been following the Mazhabs
since their inception for the last 1200 years. When Rasoolullah r
said, Allah will never allow my Ummah to unite upon
misguidance.” (Mustadrak) then He r meant what he said. Now
unless you are ready to belie the statement of Allah's Beloved r
and claim that the Ummah was on misguidance for the last 1200
years, you had better watch what you say.
Next on the list of questions from the “reformers” of this
Ummah is this: Do you follow Abu Hanifa or do you follow
Rasoolullah r?
Now here we have Numan bin Thaabit R.A., commonly known as
Imaam Abu Hanifa R.A.. From amongst his accolades is the
following: Ibn Jawzi R.A. has mentioned in his 'Al-Muntazim',
None have differed in regards to the understanding and
Faqaahat (jurisprudential ability) of Abu Hanifa R.A.. Sufyaan
Sawri R.A. and Abdullah ibn Mubaarak R.A. used to mention,
“Abu Hanifa R.A. is mankind's greatest Faqeeh (Jurist). Once
Imaam Maalik R.A. was asked, “Did you see Abu Hanifa?” He
replied, “I saw a man (referring to Abu Hanifa), of such brilliance
that if he informed you that this pillar was made of gold, then he
would produce such proofs that would compel you to accept his
statement.” Imaam Shaafi R.A. has mentioned, “Mankind is
dependant on the Fiqh (Islamic jurisprudence) of Abu Hanifa.”
Hafiz Ibn Hajar R.A. states in his concluding statement of Imaam
Abu Hanifah’s biography, “The virtues of Imaam Abu Hanifa are
immense indeed. May Allah Ta’ala be pleased with him and grant
him residence in Jannatul Firdaws, Ameen.” Tahzeebut-Tahzeeb

Now with all this to his credit, let us ask, “Who in the world was
Imaam Abu Hanifa R.A. following?” Was he just sucking his
version of Islam out of his thumbs and presenting it to a deaf and
dumb Ummah who said Sami'naa wa Ata'naa (We hear and
obey) to everything he said? No, this Deen is not something that
we play with and neither is this Ummah a bunch of fools. This
Deen has come down with the promise of Divine protection till
the Day of Resurrection.
Hereunder is the Imaam Abu Hanifa’s R.A. methodology of Fiqh
(Islamic jurisprudence) in his very own words, “I first turn to the
Qur’aan to find a ruling [when faced with an issue]. If I do not
find any reference therein, I turn to the Sunnah of Rasoolullah r,
and authentic precedents from him which have been
transmitted by trustworthy persons. If I do not find anything in
the Qur’aan or in the Sunnah of His Messenger r, I resort to
selecting from the verdicts of the Sahaabah y. I do not step
beyond this to the statements of others. However, if I do not find
precedent from the Sahaabah y and the rulings found are based
on the Fatwas of Ibraaheem, al-Sha`bee, or Ibn al Musayyib (i.e.
non-Sahaabah), then I am entitled to endeavour to use my logic
in the same way as they had done.”Tahzeebul Kamaal
This Ummah has trusted the verdict of Imaam Abu Hanifa R.A.
for the past 1200 years as they have trusted the verdicts of
Imaam Malik R.A., Imaam Shafi R.A. and Imaam Ahmad bin
Hambal R.A.. Volumes have been written on the, virtue, piety,
knowledge and jurisprudential ability of each of these Imaams.
Each one of them was the product of Khairul-Quroon (the best of
eras). Each one of them has been recognised as an Imaam of this
Ummah for over a thousand years. To question and mock their
authority at this time, in the worst of eras, is an insult to this
Ummah, an insult to its Ulama and an insult to the Deen of Islam.

R.S.V.P. répondez s'il vous plaît
RSVP is a term commonly used but it seems rarely understood. It
stems from French origination, as an abbreviation for répondez
s'il vous plait which basically means Please Respond. What that
translates to, is when an invitation is forwarded to you with an
RSVP request, it means please reply with either your attendance
or non-attendance.
Whether it is due to unawareness of this concept or mere
laziness, most RSVP requests are met with complete silence,
leaving the host unaware of how to cater for his function. The
host now faces a major dilemma. Should I order food for a

hundred people or for two hundred people? If I order less, it will
be embarrassing if the food is less. If I order extra, food will be
wasted and much needed funds which could have been utilised
beneficially will be squandered.
Ignoring an RSVP and simply pitching up an event is unethical
and hardly befitting Islamic conduct. Islam greatly stresses the
consideration of others and condemns causing distress. So the
next time you receive an RSVP invite, put yourself in the host's
shoes and let your Islamic conduct shine through.
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FATWA
Q & A
Question: Is it permissible for females to lenghten their
finger nails?
Answer: Personal hygiene demands that the nails be
kept short. Rasulullah r has counted keeping the nails
short as part of Fitrah (natural human cleanliness). He r
said in one Hadith: "Five acts are part of Fitrah:
circumcision, shaving the pubic hair, clipping the nails,
plucking the hair under the armpits, and trimming the
moustache” Sahih al-Bukhari
Based on this, the Ulama have ruled that to keep long nails
is Makrooh (disliked) even if it is under forty days. As for
allowing the nails to grow for more than forty days, this is
prohibited.
Question:. I am going out on a business trip. Can I use
utensils at hotel(not a muslim hotel) after washing it?
Answer:. You can use the utensils at the hotel if they are
visibly clean. It will be best to give the utensils a rinse
before using them as a precautionary measure.

Community
News & Activities
Masjid Rates Exemption Drive
New legislation now requires Masjids to pay rates.
Join the Jamiat in appealing against this action.
Masjid trustees are requested to contact the Jamiat
on 031 207 7099 or email admin@jamiat.org.za or
madrasahuthmaniya@gmail.com.
NEW Jamiat Website (www.jamiat.org.za)
The Jamiat website is currently undergoing major surgery
to transform it into a fresh, dynamic portal for all your
Islamic needs. Tell us what you think is needed to create a
website worthy of serving the Ummah on a global level.
Forward your input to publications@jamiat.org.za.

Stationery Projects
Alhamdulillah, successful stationery distributions were
held at the following schools: R.P. Moodley School for the
disabled, Naidoo Memorial Primary school and Sawela
Primary School. Further projects are currently underway.

Masjidus Saaliheen
Question: Is it permissible to read Qadha Umri after Fajr
and after Asr? I am confused because some people say
you cannot read any Salaah after Fajr and Asr and some
people say you can read Qadha. Please explain
Answer: It is Makrooh to perform Nafl Salaah after Fajr
till sunrise and after Asr till sunset (Maghrib). This is based
on the Hadith in which Rasulullah r said:
“There is no Salaah after Fajr till the sun rises and there is
no Salaah after Asr till the sun sets” Sahih al-Bukhari
The Fuqahaa (Jurists) have stated that this prohibition
refers to Nafl or Sunnah Salaah, not Fardh Salaah. Since
the prohibition is not applicable to Fardh Salaah, it will be
permissible to perform Qadha Salaah after the Fardh of
Fajr and Asr. Umdatul Qari
However, Qadha Salaah after the Fardh of Asr will only be
permissible before the sun loses its brightness. Once the
sun becomes pale, Qadha Salaah is not permitted.
And Allah Ta’ala knows best.

A new Masjid situated in the heart of Sherwood, adjoining
Madrasah Islaahul Muslimaat.
Zuhr Salaah time: Jamaat: 1:15pm
Sundays & Public Holidays: Jamaat: 12:30pm

Ulama Workshop
An Ulama Workshop was held at Madrasah Sawlihaat,
Asherville by the Jamiat to discuss the importance of the
Jumuah platform and the need for addressing issues
relevant and pertinent to the Muslim community in a
appropriate manner. The workshop was conducted under
the capable hands of Ml. Sulaiman Moola. Alhamdulillah,
the event was graced by more than 150 Ulama.

Comments and Suggestions
Tell us your views on the new form of the Al-Jamiat.
Whether its crucial issues facing the Ummah, upcoming
events or just a word of encouragement, we’d like to
hear from you. Forward your comments and suggestions
to publications@jamiat.org.za.
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The Cellphone Epidemic
Desecrating the Masjid
While the cellphone has brought great advancements and
ease in communication, the spiritual harm it has brought is
tremendous as well. The advent of Blackberry has
exacerbated this harm to monstrous levels.
Today with a touch of a button we communicate instantly to
our business contacts and family thousands of miles away,
and with the touch of button we destroy our Imaan with
movies, music and the now ever-present pornography. Not
even the Masjid is spared of such filth. The situation has
become so horrifying that this is the complaint we've
received:

''Forget about people who mistakenly leave cell phones on in
the mosque and the music goes on. ppl are chatting on BBM
to girls/showing pictures of their girlfriends/models in
bikini/internet etc. Trust me I saw this many many times
happening. Even pornographic pictures.”
The Masjids are the most sanctified places on the earth. They
are not the place for this type of activity. If we cannot show
reverence to the house of Allah, then where on earth will we
respect the commands of Allah?
For Allah's sake, let us keep the sanctity of Allah's house in
front of us and refrain from such behaviour.

Blackberrys and Children
Your child just had his/her tenth birthday and what does he
beg for: a new blackberry. And loving parents that we are, we
indulge this request. At this time, a strange phenomenon
occurs. The child stops living as a normal talking human being,
but becomes a member of what some term, the “zombie
nation”.
Now he wakes with the cellphone, sleeps with the cellphone,
eats with the cellphone and even goes to toilet with the
cellphone. Its hard to get a word out of him with his head
buried 24/7 in the cellphone.
The question each of us needs to ask ourselves is, “What is my
little angel doing the entire day on his cellphone?” Is he
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listening to Quran and Nasheeds the entire day with his
earphones plugged in?” Is he innocently talking about Islam
and the latest Madrasah work he has done or is something
much more sinister going on?”
It would be interesting enough if we were to pick up our child's
cellphone and see the content saved on it. But perhaps we are
not courageous enough, since what he has on his cell might
merely be a reflection of the content we have on ours.
Whatever the case, it is the responsibility of parents to ensure
our children are brought up in a moral and upright manner.
We know the type of content that flies around on Blackberrys.
Protect the innocence of your child.
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